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Mahanagar Doorsanchar Bhawan,
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Dear Sir,

Re: Submissions of ABP News Network Pvt. Ltd. to Telecom Regulatory Authority of India ("TRAI")

in response to the Consultation on Infrastructure Sharing In Broadcasting TV Distribution Sector

At the outset, we would like to thank the Authority for giving us an opportunity to tender our views on

the "Infrastructure Sharing In Broadcasting TVDistribution Sector".

We hereby submit our comments attached as Annexure. In due course we may also submit our counter-

comments to the comments received from the other stake holders. However, the said comments are

submitted without prejudice to our rights and contentions, including but not limited to our right to (a)

appeal and/ or any such legal recourse or remedy available under the law against the Tariff Order /

Interconnection Regulation; and (b) further submission of our comments or counter comments to this

consultation process.

The same are for your kind perusal and consideration.

Yours Sincerely,

For ABPNews Network Pvt. Ltd.,

Avinash Pandey
CRO&COO
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zi« October, 2016

Re: Submissions to Telecom Regulatory Authority of India ("TRAI") in response to the

Consultation on

Infrastructure Sharing In Broadcasting TVDistribution Sector

Kind Attention:

Advisor (B&CS)

Telecom Regulatory Authority of India,

Mahanagar Doorsanchar Bhawan,

[awahar Lal Nehru Marg,

Old Minto Road,

New Delhi - 110 002

INTRODUCTIONTO BROADCASTINGSECTOR

The Telecommunication Sector saw a major revolution with the advent of infrastructure

sharing. It was a commendable move in a time when optimal utilization of resources in

telecommunication sector was necessary to reach the remotest area and also move towards a

sustainable pattern of growth. With the success of the concept of infrastructure sharing in

Telecommunication Sector it is essential to once ponder over the thought that if the same

method is applied in the Broadcasting Sector then what can be achieved. It is essential to point

out here that to apply any method it has to be seen whether the constants and variables in both

the spheres are same or different. The core premise of initiating infrastructure sharing in

Broadcasting industry as it was successfully applied in the Telecommunication Sector is flawed.
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The two sectors have various differences at the core level to make the implementation of

infrastructure sharing difficult, such as:

• The prime focus of Telecommunication Sector is voice/data and any telecom provider

cannot have a copyright in voice/data. On the other hand, the broadcasting sector revolves

around content produced by every broadcaster which is in demand among the consumers

for its uniqueness. The content produced by every broadcaster is protected under Copyright

laws.

• The Telecom Operators have a single unit working pattern, they do not have intermediaries.

The Broadcasting Sector, on the other hand, has Broadcasters, MSOs,HITS Operator, DTH

Operators and LCOs. Keeping the Broadcasters aside, even though any form of

infrastructure sharing is allowed among MSOs, HITS Operator and DTH Operator, the

benefit of the whole industry has to be kept in mind.

• In the Telecom Industry, major competition among the service providers is in relation to

customer service. Therefore, the telecom Operators have realised that in case infrastructure

is shared they can focus on their customers. The Broadcasting Sector also needs a prompt

customer grievance redressal mechanism still it is not the only point of concern. In the

Broadcasting industry, the competition among the Broadcasters is in terms of content,

gaining more eyes, more advertising revenue etc. The MSOsalso have a competition among

themselves as well as the HITS and DTH Operators to gain more subscribers in the market

The Telecom Sector in comparison to the Broadcasting Sector is quite simple.

We are not in principle averse to the idea of infrastructure sharing, and believe if used in the

right manner, it will not only help operators who do not have the ability to build their own

headend, reduce CAPEXand OPEX and burden of having own headend, but also encourage

effective competition in the market. However, it is extremely crucial to ensure that while

approving infrastructure sharing in the broadcasting TVdistribution sector, certain parameters

are laid down which protects the interests of all parties involved in the infrastructure sharing so
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alarming point that many operators if share infrastructure service across the country there

would be an issue of cartelization ultimately affecting the interest of Broadcaster and consumer

interest. Also if there is a single point on the ground in a relevant geographical market and there

is any failure in the system in that case the entire system will be brought to a standstill.

In case of opening up of the distribution sector for infrastructure sharing, it would give rise to

an important question as to whether broadcasting activities can be permitted for such

concentration in the hand of private players, particularly in view of the fact that the distribution

activities to be undertaken by such bodies will be basically dictated by the broad objectives and

functions of these organizations.

The cable TV sector, as a distribution platform, is almost entirely in the hands of Platform

owners including multi-system operators, DTHoperators etc. In the distribution chain in Cable

TV,there are entities functioning as Multi System Operators (MSOs)which mainly aggregate the

contents from different broadcasters and then provide the signals for the same to last mile cable

operators without seeking permission of the Broadcasters. Piracy is one of the major issues

which has till date not been effectively addressed.

It is pertinent to point out that with such major points of differences the application of

infrastructure sharing in the Broadcasting Sector has various challenges:

a. Generation of Invoices: It is pertinent to mention here that digitization has not been

completed in the whole of India. If it is aimed that digitization shall be achieved through

infrastructure sharing still questions shall be raised over the issue of how will be a

broadcaster invoice the DPOs sharing infrastructure. In the Digital Addressable System, the

Broadcaster raise invoices on the basis of CASand SMSReports. In the Consultation Paper,

TRAI has suggested two models through which HITS Operator and MSOs can share their

infrastructure. Though it is not clarified how a broadcaster is suppose to enter into an

Agreement with the parties i.e. individually with each party or tripartite Agreement.

Moreover, in the present scenario the broadcaster raises invoices on the basis of CASand
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then it has to be decided how separate CASand SMS Report shall be generated for each

Operator. If a common CASand SMSReports are generated for both then how is the amount

to be shared between both the Operators (equally or in a ratio).

b. Packaging of Channels: MSOs have their own package deals with the Broadcasters and

HITS Operators have their own separate deal with the Broadcasters. If a HITS Operator is

sharing their infrastructure with different MSOs and each unit has their own separate

package deal then how is the Broadcaster suppose to supply different packages to the same

headend and ensure that the MSOsare only getting the channels for which they have signed

the Interconnection Agreement with the Broadcaster. Moreover, every Broadcaster is

allotted a separate LCN on the network of different MSOs and HITS Operator. In case

infrastructure is being shared by different DPOs then how will it be ensured that the

Broadcaster will get their stipulated LCNon the network of the DPOs. These questions need

to be addressed before a decision in relation to infrastructure sharing (voluntary or

mandatory) is taken by TRAL

c. Sharing of Frequency by DTH Operators: The Consultation Paper states that sharing of

satellite capacity is possible only when the multiplexed streams have the same encoding and

modulation standards used by the existing DTH Operators. The table on Page 15 of the

Consultation paper shows that the DTH Operators with same encoding standard have

different modulation standard and the Operators with same modulation standard have

different encoding standard. If this initial problem can be surpassed then also the placing of

the Broadcaster's channels on the network of the DTHOperators has to be seen, in case, the

common channels retransmitted by the all the Broadcasters are sent using multiplxes

streams.

d. Disconnection of Signals: In case infrastructure sharing is among HITS Operator and

various MSOs, then what mechanism has to be placed to disconnect only the defaulting

party? Presently, the disconnection of signals is done through CAStherefore until and unless

the system of CAS is explained in the new infrastructure sharing regime, questions in
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freedom to message, warn and isolate each MSOif in default on any count, as per guidelines, and

ultimately if situation demand, disconnect it.

e. Issue of Piracy: TRAI has to elaborate on the points that how will the Broadcasters be

safeguarded from piracy in the infrastructure sharing regime. The Broadcaster's income

depends upon the uniqueness of its content and safeguarding the content is a rigorous

challenge for the Broadcasters. If the Broadcaster decides that one of the unit in the

infrastructure sharing regime has to be disconnected for being a defaulting then how can a

broadcaster be assured that their signals shall not retransmitted by other Operators who

are using the same infrastructure. How will a Broadcaster keep a check on individual

Operators who are sharing infrastructure in case anyone of them indulges in piracy? In case

of any piracy, the DPOs should have a mechanism to upgrade their systems immediately on

intimation by the Broadcaster so as to ensure curbing of piracy.

f. Maintenance of the Shared Infrastructure: TRAI has to first establish a neutral body

having the power to supervise infrastructure sharing among DPOs. The established body

should also be given the power to adjudicate any dispute which may arise eventually so that

the transmission of the signals of the broadcasters should not be hampered because of

disputes among the DPOs. Moreover, the shared infrastructure will go through wear and

tear therefore before initiating such a regime it has to be decided how the whole

infrastructure will be maintained by all the units sharing it.

g. Issue of Monopoly: It has to be pointed out that there are only two HITS Operator in the

market. The Consultation Paper gives two models through which infrastructure can be

shared among the HITSOperator and MSOs.In both these models, HITSOperator play either

an active or a passive role in re-transmission of signals. In such a situation, there is a

likelihood that a monopolistic or oligarchic situation might arise. The commercial

agreements between the network operator and service providers may pose challenges as all

service providers may not agree on a common service terms of carrying certain TVchannels

& payments thereof. There are chances of bias & favors in commercial agreements due to
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monopoly in network ownership. TRAI should be prepared to curb such a scenario so that

every player in the broadcasting chain is protected from any monopolistic market practices.

h. In the event of dispute between service providers and situation of potential switch off there

should be a mechanism for protection of interest of Broadcasters and consumers.

i. Infact as on date TRAIbefore effecting any such change needs to ensure effective measures

to prevent monopolies and accumulation of interest by Multi System Operators (MSOs) and

Local Cable Operators (LCOs) in order to ensure fair competition, improved quality of

service, and equity. Among other service providers Cable TVservices are provided by MSOs

and LCOSin the country. Any such concentration of authority on ground level by private

players will target at creating monopolies and market dominance and may not in the best

interest of consumers and may have serious implications in terms of competition, pricing,

quality of service and healthy growth of cable TVsector. Cartelization and Collusion at MSO

and LCOlevel for some year's now has led to Monopolization at ground level. This is a

prevalent practice as many MSO's and LCO'sreach an understanding on ground where they

agree to affect payout to the broadcasters to maximize their own revenues. This is

unhealthy business practice and has an effect on quality of service being provided to the

subscribers. Monopolistic practices on MSOand LCOlevel have also increased as there is a

fight for maximization of revenues by the Operators at ground level. There are situations

where there are increasing cases of piracy and increasing cases of territorial transgression

(without once seeking permission from the broadcasters). This has led to unhealthy

competition at ground level, undercutting and minimization of revenues for the

broadcasters. There are instances where a dominant MSOor LCOin an area has made it

difficult for some broadcasters to have access to its distribution network for carrying

content to consumers.
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j. There are also issues of vertical integration which may result in blackouts of popular pay

channels just because they are not vertically integrated on the ground. There may be an

inherent conflict of interest between the Broadcasters and Distribution Platform Operators.

We wish to submit that the Consultation Paper does not spell out the true and correct position is

vague and based on assumptions. The Consultation paper does not spell out:

a. What is the precise problem?

b. What is the sudden need for the Regulator to come up with the proposed format

without consideration that certain suggestions being made herein are not even permitted under

the Regulations till date?

c.Who is affected positively and who is affected negatively?

d. Right questions in a structured format have not been raised to support a wider and

more transparent debate by the Broadcasters for protection of their interest as well as the

interest of the end consumer which will ultimately be severely affected in the long run?

e. The Consultation Paper is not evidence based rather it is based on theoretical mindset.

Technological advancement in any form is cardinal for optimal utilization of resources and

sustainable development. It is also necessary to understand that before implementation of any

new technological advancement we have to see both the pros and cons of such implementation.

It has also to be understood that the interest of all the stakeholders has to be considered before

taking any decision. Infrastructure sharing among private parties cannot be left unbridled in the

hands of individual members who are motivated by profit. TRAI has to establish a neutral

independent body to supervise the whole process of infrastructure sharing among every unit of

the Broadcasting Industry.
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